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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USING TRAINING MODULES

The following pages list modules tind'their c rresp ding numbers for this

particular apprenticeshiv.trade. As reldte trai claSsroom hours

1

vary for different reasons throughout the s , we recommend that

the individual apprenticeship committees divi the total packets to

fit their individual class schedules.

There are over 130 modules available. Apprentices can complete the

whole set by the end of Oleir indentured apprenticeships. Some

apprentices may already have knowledge and skills that are covered

in particular modules. In those cases, perhaps credit could be

granted for those subjects, allowing apprentcies to advance to the

remaining modules.

We su est the the apprenticeship instructors assign the modules in

numerical order to malie this learning tool most effective:
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tape 1:

Tape 2:

6

p

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

ON CASSETTE TAPES

F#4-.0 TUbe Boilers - Water Tube Boilers

ailtV.Boger Manholes and Safety Precautions

Toiler Fittings, Valves, Injectors,
Pumps and Steam Traps

der

Tape 3: Combustion, Boiler Care and Heat Transfer IL

and Feed Water Types

Tape 4: Boiler Safety and Stltm Turbines

NOTE: The above cassette -tapes are intended as additi9nal

reference material for*the respective modules, as
indicated, and not designated.as a required assignment.

4
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PUMPS -- TYPES AND CLASSIFICATIONS

' I _I

0

Goal:

The apprentice will be able.to
describe types and classifications
of centrifugal pumps.

1

Terforrnance indicators:

1. Classify pumps according to
their method of operation.

Centrifugal
Rowy
Reciprocating

2. Itscribe types of pumps in
'each major class.
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4

Study Guide
.4

#01

.* Read the goal and performance indicators for this package.

Read.the vocabulary sheet to become acquainted with the tirade terms that will
be introddcad in this package.

Study the' introduction and, information sheets for technical information.

Complete the job sheet.

as Complete the self-aSsessment sheet and check your answers with t e ..'answer.
sheet.

Completeat.
- 'omplete the post-assessment and ask the instructor to check your answers.,

ilr

r

4
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Vocabulary
-Axial flow pump
Axially split casing
Casin'g

Centrifugal flow
Centrifugal force
Centrifugal pump

* ,Diaphragm pump '

Direct driven simplex pump
Diffuse
Double acting pump
Double suction inlet pump.
Horizontal shaft pump

if Horizontally split casing
Impeller

jr Lobe pump
Mixed flow pump
Multi-stage pump
Power driven pump
Pump discharge
Radially 'split casing
Reciprocating pump

it Regenerative pump
Screw pump
Slagle acting pump

* 'Single suction inlet pump
*. Single stage pump

Sliding vane pump
Spur gear pump
Vertical shaft pump
Vertically split casing
Volute pump

a.

I

allMIP=OIMPINIMPIMIIIIIIMIIIIMIX1111111M1
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Introduction
Pumps are used to hove fluids from one-place for an er. 'There are diany'uses tot.

pumps in industrial settings. Those uses include themovement of feedwat:er,

fuel, coaling water, chemicals,and condensate within .the power plant.
*

Pumps are classified,into major classes according to their method of operation.

Each of the major classes is subdivided into types according to their .desi3n or

application.

The'pump is an important part of a power plant. The apprentice must understand

the classes, types, fur Lions and applications of ipubps in order to operate

power plant equipment.
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pfOrmation
In order to describe pumps, we mustfirst'classify then into groups with similar

characteristicg. All pumps can. be classified into thrlp groups accordin-g. to

tiler 'method of operation:

1.. Centrifugal
2. Rotary
3. Reciprocating

:s

Centrifugal Pumps

Nis

A centrifugal pump has an impeller that roentes inside a casing. . The rotation

of the impeller causes the liquid to move to the outside because tof

centrifugal force. As the liquid movea to.the outside, it is forced through the

pump discharge.

'Types of Centrifugal Alms

Centrifugal pumps may. be further classifid:accordingto:.

1. Type of flow -- centrifugd,l, aftial,' mixed flow or regenerative.

2. 'Number' of stages -- single or multistage.

3. Type of casing -- horizontal or vertical split.

4, Position of shaft -- horizental, vertical,-submer3ed.

5. Suction single or double

6. Application -- general purpolSe;..boilerfeedpump4i.condensatepump,

circulating pump.'
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of e rmation
Types o. FloW.

A centrifugal flow s ?ifie that pulls the liquidinto the eye of the impeller and

discharges. it from the! outer rim of the impeller blades. The increased pressure-1"

forces the fluid i to a discharge ,tube. A Nolute-centrifugal pump consists9f
an impeller made u of:vanes-that rotates inside a Volute casink Volute means

that the Casing creases in cross - section as it nears the dialharge area. h

diffuser cdritrifu als_Pump _is design d with vanes or diffusers' between the

.impeller rim and the Casing. The ffusers convert the high velocity Illiquid,

into pressure energy as it passes through the diffuser vanes. An axial flow

uses impellers to provide liiting action'on the liqqid. Thrpunp is arranged

vertically and 'the impellers lift the'licuid upward'' to the discharge tube. A

nixed flow comb*leg features of volute and diffuser centrifugal flow with axial.

low. The pressure is developed by centrifugal force.and axial lift of impeller.
anes. A regenerative pump uses an impeller with a double roof vanes' in its

rim. Liquid enters the outer rim and is_rotated almost a complete circle before
being discharged from the outer rim. The regenerative Pump.is commonly called a

turbine regenerative pump. The following diagrams show the features of each

type .0f. fl6w.

4.06,Q.
4
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I nformat ion
V

Nunber of Stages
1

X

A pump with a' single is' called a single stage punp. When two or more

'impellers ale operated in a series to give higher discharge pressureSi. it

becomes a nulti-Atige pump.

4,4 ,Type of Casing -

,

Pump casings are a§sembled in tuo section ,so that tha pump may be takeo apart

for inspection and repair. If the basing is divided along a horizontal plane it

4
is a horizontally or axially split casin3. .When the casing divides along

vertical lines it is called a vertically or radially split casing. The
following pictures show the casing types. Discharge

' 1111#7,11
e.s
, I

-4,

Position oeShaft (-00h:

Punps are sometimes claSsi-iiedlaecording to the position of the pump shaft.' .If
the shaft operates on a horizokal plane, it is called a horizontal shaft pulp.
On a vertical shaft pump the shaft lies ip a vertical position.

Suction

22

Water cylinder
4
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Information
Suction

Water enters the impeller through the eye of the impeller. 'If water enters from

only one side, it is'a singlv suction inlet pumps One designed to allow water
to enter the eye 'of the impeller from both sides is a double inlet. pump.

.

':otary Pumps,

,;otary pumps are positive disp4LceJent Positiye displacement Jeans that

the puma will displace .a given amount o,; fluid' at any N.yen time.. Rotary pumps.

tra9 the liquid and push it towprd the discharge. The major types of 'rotary

pumps are:

1. Spur gear pumps
2. Lobe puns
3. Sliding.vane- pumps

4. Screw pumps

Spur Gear Pumps

The spur gear of two gears that mesh together inside a housing.

r.One gear a driv and the other is an.idler. The gears rotate and strap the

liquid between the gear teeth. Liquids are carried in the spades between the

teeth toward the discharge. The liqbids cannot return to the suction because

the teeth meh-at the points of return. The following CiegramHshows how a gear

pump operates to .nove liquid.
r.
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,

Lobe Pump

The lobe pump operates much like the spur ear pump except that it uses .rotors
instead. of gears for moving the liquid, she rotors hav lobes that trap
the liquid and move it towal/ the .discharge. lobe shown. in \the1
following diagrhm.

1

r .

e

Sliding Vane Pump

The sliding vane. pump uses an- off-center\!rotor with sliding vafes to move
liquid. The sliding vanes move out toward the housing by centriTugal force.
Liqu4 is trapped between the vanes and moved toward the discharge. A sliding
vane:: Imp is shown in the diagram below.

9
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c

fortha.tion.. S.

MOM MEMI.

SO.*, Pump.

A screw pump is made pith one driyer rotor sandwiched...between two. idler rotors:.
The rotors are made of threaded screw augers. The I.quid is carried along the
screw threads to the discharge. A 'screw pump .14 shown in the following kilagrOm.

lb

4

Reciprocating Pumps

Mb.

A reciprocating pump uses the action of alpiston, diaphragm or plunger to move
fluid through the pump. Reciprocating pumps are positive displacement pumps.
Several types of reciprocating pumps are used in steam generation.

P

Direct Driven Duplex Prep

This puMp uses drive pistons to drive the .bumping pistons. The pumping pistons
have overlapping action so that one is at maximum pressure while the other is at
minimum pressure. This tends to'smooth but the discharge'of fluid. The'.dipgram
shows featurestof'a .:prizontal duplex pump. ,

J.Stcam clici.4
2. -slide valve
8. pistonorinb
4. steancYlinder .

t9,` discharge valve
10. suction valve
11. liner
11. packing ring

6. drain cock
8. stuffing box.
7. cradle
8. 04ton.iod

18, liquid piston
14. liquid cylinder
16..discharge port .

le. suction port
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Information
1111101.1111

4

Dirct Driven SimpleX.2unp

This pump has one driving piston and
one double-acting puziping piston.

The simolex pump :my be of vertical or
horizontal types.

4

Di4hrko Pumps

tl

4

'o'er Driven Pumps.

Power pumps ere driven by some
:external -power source through a

crankshaft. A'single acting Pump
dischatges water fro.7 the cylinder
only on the downstroke of the
pumping. .piston. Double acting pumps
discharge during each stroke. A

power pump is shown. in the
photograph,

Diaphragm pumps use a metal, plastic or rubber material for moving the liquid.
The diephrada is' a flexible 'membrane that is operbted 'mechanically or
hydraukicaIly. In this type of puhp, the fldid does not come in contact with
the reciprocating parts of the p=p. In a mechanically actuated dihphragn :Amp
an eccentric is used to flex the.diaphragn:and cause a pipping Action. In a
hydraulic actuated. diaph.ragm, the piston pushes a fluie- toward the diaphragm
*causing it to fleX.and give a pumping action. Diagrams of the two types of
diaphragm pumps.afe shown on, the next page.

rr
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Information
416

4

Hydraulically Actuated
Diaphragm Pump

r.

ts.

Mechahicalry Actuated Diaphragm Pump
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Assignment
as Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self-assessment and check your answers with the answer sheet.

Complete the post-assessment, and have the instructor check your answers.

114
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°Job Sheet
INVENTORY PUMPS AT WORD( SITE

* Conduct an inventory of the pumps used
A
at your work site. Classify them

according to the major class and type shown in package.

4012 LOCATION CLASS
Rotary, reciprocating,

centrifugal

TYPE

1

2

3

4

5

6

I

Keep the completed inventory sheet for use in other packages on pumps.

0

14.

2J
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Self
Assessment

J

4

Match the follOwing pump types according their class. (Reciprocating;
rotary, centrifugal.)

1.' Direct driven simplex

2: Spur gear

3. tegenerative

4. Axial flow

5.. Sliding.vane

6. Diap4ragm

7. Volute

8. Diffu

9. Scr

10. L

15

Ai. Reciprocating IP

Rotary ..

i

.

C. Ceatrifugal

I .
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seli Assessment
Answers

I

1. A

2.

3. C

4. C

5. B

6. A

7. C.

. 8.

9.

10. B
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Post
Assessment

11=41110101114111101111441114moriormarirrw

,

Name 3 types of rotary pumps.

1..

2.

3.

Name 4 types of centrifugal pumps.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Name 3 types. of reciprocating pumps.i
,

8.

9.

10.

.4

17

3 e)
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Instructor
'Post Assessment
Answers

1.

2.

3.
tar

4-.
Spur ge'ar, lobe, sliding vane, screw

4.

5.

Vtlute, diffuser, axial flow, mixed6.
I flow, regenerative

6 7.

I

8.

9.
Direct driven duplex, direct driven
simplex, power driven, diaphragm10.

18

cr

33
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A

Supplementar
References

4

v

`o

* Correspondence Courses. Southern Institute of Technology. Calgary, Alberta,
Canad4.

*(

4

19
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13.2

PUMPS '---- APPLICATIONS

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe applications and
limitations of various types of
pumps:

Performance Indicators;

.1. Describe examples of pump
.applications in, power plants.

2, Describe limitations of puTps.

4t
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°Study Guide
Read the goal and performance indicatclis to find that is to be learned from
package.

Read the vocabulary list to find new words thatmill be used in package.

* .Read the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete self- assessment.

Complete post-assessment.

I

aio
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Vocabulary
Ash handling pumps

*, Boiler circulating pupps

* Boiler eedwater pumps

Circulating pumps
a

# Chemical pumps

Condensate pumps

Fuel oil pumps

* Vacuum pumps.

<,

11
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Introduction
.Pumps are..dften described in relation to their intended applications. The
appientice_must\be able to relate the various pump types to the needs of a power
plant.

This package showS 'the major applications and the types of pumps used for each
application. The special features or requirements for those ap cations are
shown IA a,chart in the information sheet.

The*pientice should learn the applications of pumps described in the previous
leain'f/ package: "Pnps .Types and Classifications". The job sheet Will
provide further undert4MOIng of pump types and applications.

4

y

1

4

I

p.

itp

38
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Information

immoiMMorlomommr.MimilmMoilpMMMow

wmagmNOWNSIMMOMMe

Boiler Circulabing Pumps

Most boilers operate at high pressure
the boiler ,tubes. Pumpit are necessar

40

ANOMEMIMMI.MMOI.1....MOI

Boiler Feedw'ater Pumps

Pumps are needed to provide the boiler with feedwater. The type of pump needed
will depend on the capacity Sand pressure of the boiler that is 'being provided
with feedwater.

.
andrequffe rorced-cftculktion through'

o keep a flow thrOugh the boiler tubes..

MOTO4 TERMINALS

LOW WATERWATER
INLET

NIGH PRESSURE COOLANT
TO IMPELLER FOR MOTOR

CAVIT COOLING

AUXILIARY
IMPELLER

CANNED ROTOR

CANNED STATOR

_LOW PRESSURE
COOLING WATER

JACKET

LINER

THRUST BEARING

TR
BARRIER

MAL
SLEEVE

WoWAIrSUJIE
COOLI.K WAFER

OUTLET

RADIAL BEARI

DISCHA

PUMP CABIN

SUCT ION

IMPELLER

Pli111,7r?", ; ; 1IMPONNMERIMINIMMMirlf

Condensate must be removed from the condensor Jlotwell umped to t-he , boiler
illas feedwater. In sone 'plants,. the condensate puiAp also serves as a feedwater
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16,

Information .

4
rJ

'11111M11111.114,111.11111111

a

pump. High prea§ure steam plants use pumps to extract con*nsate from the steam
condensors. -These pumps are sometimes tallethextraction pumps.

9

Circulating, Water jumps

Large

steam into water form.
volumes of water must be moved.through the turbin condensor to cool the

0

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1. motor
1. coupling
3. gland
4. gland spacer
I. gland packing
6. shaft sleeve key
7. gland drain
8. pump body lairkeet.
9. pump dischaFF elbow
10. shift stationary sleeve
11. shaft
If. shaft sleeve key
18, guide vanes
14. pump body
18. bearing
Iff. propeller key
17. propeller
18. pump body liner
N. propeller nut

Propeller Type Circulating Water Pump'

4U
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Information
1,4..11

Fuel'Oil Pumps,

,A pump "is necessary for bringing the fuel oil from the storage tank to the boiler
burners.

Chemical .Feed Pumps.

boiler Eeedwater is treated with chemicals to neutralize some of the harmful
effects caused by impurities in. the feedwater. Pumps are ..required for handling
these chemicals.

. Vacuum Pumps A

Vacuum pumps renoVe air and gases from 'the turbine condeasor.

Ash Handling Pumps a

These .pumps are used to ?um? out ash that has been mixed with water to' torn a

slurry.

"as

7

Ai
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Information
TYPES MD APPLICATIONS OF PUMPS

tj)

APPLICATION 'TYPES OF .PUMP CEARACTERISTICS/LIMITATIONS

Boiler Circulating Conventional Drive
Pump,

Submerged motor
- Wet type
- Canned type

Special shaft seals required
when presures are high.

Waterproof insulation for
windings required.

Thermal barrier requixed to
retard flow of heat from
pumped water into motor of
pump. .

Boiler Feedwater
Pumps

Reciprocating
Direct steam driven

- Power driven

Centrifugal
- Volute

- Diffuser
Regenerative

I

Steen driven ?limps linitOd to
Pressures less than 2750kPa.

Power pumps cost more thin
steam pumps.

Power pumps are subject to:
increased wear Wen operating
under 'high pressures and

temperatures.

Bartel typ casing req red

when. pressures exceed'

10,000 kPa.

* Regenerative pump used in
small,low-pressure plants.

0
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Information

APP1JCATIONS' TYPES

1

CHARACTERISTICS/LIMITATIONS

Condensate Pumps Centrifugal
- Single stage

* Use large inlet to avoid
f lashing or cavitation.

S haft glands must be water--
sealed to avoid air leakage
when on standby.

Circulating Water
Pumps
(Cooling water)

Am.

Centrifugal
, Volute
- Axial flow.
- Mixed flow

Usually low head, large
volume, low speed and sin81,4

stage design.

50% capacity pumps are.ofteh
used.

4

Miscellaneous
Pumps
- euel oil

Chemical pumps

Vac!uum pomps

- Ash handling
pumps

'rotary (positive

displacement)

N.

Reciprocating plunger
type-motor-driven

Reciprocating piston
type pump

Centrifugal (Single

stage)

Requires a,relipf or bypass
valve to protect pump and
discharge lines against
excessive pressure..

Requires relief valve to avoid
damage from over pressure.

if Positive displacement or jet
type. Jet pump uses high
pressure steam to operate.

Requires flht bladed impqllerg
of wea4 resistant alloy.
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Assignment
Read pages 15 - 25, in supplementary reference.

Complete job sheet.

it Complete self7assessment and check answers with ansWer sheet.

Complete post-assessment and have the instructor check'your answer.

di

./

4.

.11

V
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Job Sheet
ANALYZE APPLICATIONS OF PUMPS AT JOB SITE

Use the completed inventor from package (PumpsTypes and Classifications).

Identify the application and characteristics/limitations for each pump on the
inventory sheet. What is the pump used for? Add two more colums to the
inventory Sheet for applications and characteristics/limitations.

PUMP # LOCATION CLASS TYPE APPLICATION, CHARACTERISTICS/LIMITATIONS

4

Example:

1:

3 .

O

Boiler RI- Centrif. Single Condensate Use large inlet to avoid

Stage' Pump . cavitation.

* Ask your instructor to review the, completed job sheet and suggest additions.,

*

fr

*
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*Self
Assessment
List one type of pump that would be suitable for the following purposes,

1. 'Condensate pump

2. Fuel oil pump

3. Vac u Ulrt pump

4. Circulating water pump (cooling water)

5. Boiler circulating pump

y.

feedwater pump

What is theg gpurpose of thefollowing?

7. Boiler feedwater pumps.

8.. Circulating water pumps

9. Fuel oil pump`

\ 4

10. Vacudm pump

A

I.

4
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so

Self Assessment
Answers

1. Centrifugal

2. Rotary

k

3. Reciprocating

4. Centrifugal lo

. Reciprdcating convential driVe or submerged water

6. Reciprocating or centrifugal

7. Provide boiler with feldwater

8. Move cooling water through turbine. condensor

9. Brings fuel oil from storage tank to boiler furnace

10. Removes air and gases from the turbine condensor

S

I

V

.5'
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Post
Assessment
Match the following. applications with the appropriate type of pump.

.

1. Boiler circulating pump

2. Condensate pump

3. Vacuum pump

4. Boiler feedwater pump

et- 5. Circulating water pump

6. Fuel oil

7: Chemical pump

Regenerative pump

9. Conventional drive pump

A. Requires special shaft seals

B. -Used in low pressure plants

C. Reci-)rocating--steantriven

D. Rotary (positive displacement)

E. Centrifugal -- single stage'

F. Reciprocating piston type

.G. Submerged. motor

H. Reciprocating plunger type

I. Centrifugal--volute, Mixed flow

10. Ash flanking pump ' J.- Centrifugal Single stage
with flat :bladed impellers

A,
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Instructor
Post Assessment
Answers

1 G,

E

3. F.

4.

5. I

6. D

7. 11

8. B

. A

10. J

4

S

15
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p.pitettlentary
Rtferentet.

infoopolle

* Correspondence Cour-6e. Lecture 9: Section Z. First Class.
Institute of TThnology. Calgary, Alberta,. Canada. -

at-

Southern

4
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PUMPS .--.--.CONSTRUCTION

OP

Goa

The appentice will be able to
describe the construction of the
major con onents of pumps.

1

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe construction of
reciprocating pumps.

2. Describe construction of
rotary pumps.

3. Describe .construction o
centrifugal ?unps.

. Describe pump drives.
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Study Guide
4 Read the goal and performance indicators. to find what is to be learned from

package.

Read the vocabulary list to find new words that will be used in package.

Read the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the ,job shedl.

of Complete self-assessment.

* Complete post-assessment.

4

4
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°Vocabulary
* Axial, thrust

:* Balancing disc
* -Balancing drum
* Balancing holes
* Ball (roller) bearing
* Double inlet impellers
* External gear pump
* Gland
* Impellers
* Induction motor

.41 Internal gear pump
* Lantern ring (seal cage)
* Lobe pump
* Mechanical seals
* "0" rings

* Packing
410 * Pump casing
'Y * Pump shaft sealing

* Relief valve
* Rotating seal
* Screw pump '
* Sealing ring

it

*. Single inlet impellers
* Sleeve bearing
*-Sliding vane pump.
* Stationary seal

I

*. Steam piston
* Stem guided valves
* Stuffing boxes
* Synchronous for

* Thrust bearing
* Valve disc seats
* Valve stems 11'

Water piston
* Wear rings
* Wing-guided valves
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I t roduct

I

The efficiency of pumps is .largely determined by the way its valves and seal

function to prevent leakage of flbid back tpward the suction Also there is a

problem of axial thrUst that tends to, move the impeller back toward the suction

end of the !Sump.

Special packing and seals help to control the leakage. Axial thrust can 'be

controlled by specialized comOnents that counteract the forces that work on the
impeller.

ThiA package introduces the apprentice to some of the construction features of

pumps.

4PP

994

lm

4,

4

54 '0'
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information
st)

Pu4 Valves

Components of Reciprocating Pumps,

Val disc seats and stens are
made of'bronze or other alloy that will
be wear resistant. Reciprocating pumps
have many different designs for valves.

The valves are stem-guided for low
preSsure systems and wind guided for
moderate and high presSures.

N.

?Ton and Rod Packing

Stem-Guided Disc Valve

.L

Wing-Guided Valve

Reciprocating punps have a steam piston with cast iron pilston rings fitted into

grooves. The rings prevent leakage between the piston and cylinder wall.
Water pistons. are sealed in the cylinder by square fibrous rings or tacking.

Packing is made with an asbestos core covered itch canvas. Other r.ieans of

packing incluq. moulded cu? and einforced elastomer. The moulded cup is made
of rubber reinforced with fabric. The reinforced elastomer packing consists of
solid rubber rings and reinforced elastomer.

5

REINFORCED EL AMMER
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Information
4

Relief Valves

Power driven reciprocating pumps require a relief valve to prevent dahlage fron
overpressure. The relief valve is mounted on the pump discharge ahead of the
first step valve. Relief valves are not needed on steam driven reciprocating
pumps.

Rotary Pumps

Rotary pumps are used for handling fuel, liquefied gases and hydraulic oils.
These pumps use gears, lobes,.vanes and screws to move liquids inside a casing.
Rotary pumps are made in many designs. Some of the common designs are
explained below.

\

External Gear Pump

This pump has two gears that turn in
opposite directions. The gears trap the
liquid and move it toward the discharge.
Gear teeth mesh to prevent the liquid.
from flowing back toward the inlet.

8

internal Gear Pump

OarRNAI.GUAR

The internal rear pump has one external cut gear that meshes with nn internal
cut gear on one side. .4A moon shaped partition, prevents the liquid from :missing
baCk-toward the inlet.

INTURNAI.GLAR

5.6
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Information
Sliding Vane Pump

The sliding vane pump has a rotor that is
mounted'off-center in the casing. The
rotor has vanes set in slots on the rotor.
The vanes rotate close to the casing on one
on one side and have clearance on the other.
This forces liquids to:move through the
clearance toward the discharge.

Lobe Pump

SI. DI NC- V N

411
This pump has two rotors that arb operated by external gears. The liquid
trapped in the pockets of the lobes and carried toward the discharge.

Screw Pump

Screw pumps are designed with two or three screw threads. hiquid is carried
between the threads of the rotors and force'd toward the discharge.

7

6
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,---4nformatipn

Impeller Types

Impellers are designed in many ways. The design depends on the ispeed, pump

applkation and how the liquid is to be drawn into the impeller eye.

SingTe inlet iinyellers pull ...liquid in from one side. The double inlet impeller

pulls liquid in from .both sides. The impeller may be constructed like a

propeller or have vanes. Some impeller types are shown below.

Centrifugal Pumps

4

:41114)

Pump Casings

Centrifugal PuMi): casings "are split so that, the pump can be opened for

inspection. These pumps may be split horizontally, vertically or diagonally.

Horizontally split casings are called axially split. Vertically split casings

arc termed radially split. .

Some centrifugal pumps are enebsed in a barrel

casing to prevent leakage along the split. The barrel casing is an inner dasing

fitted into the outer tasing.
,e

Wearing Rings

The impeller must be sealed in the casing to prevent leakage. The seal is

usually provided by a close tolerance joint between the casing and the rim of

the impeller eye. As the pump operates, the joint wears and. more leakage

occurs. At that point, the clearance must be restored by building up the worn

surfaces. The cost of restoring the clearance can be reduced by using wear.

rings. Wear rings are made of softer material than the casing oc impeller.

410 Wearing rings nre made of bronze or cast iron so that the wear will be smooth.

8
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Information
The rings are available in continuous Ling or. half ring types. They are fitted
into ridges or grooves of the casing and secured with set screws..

0

Pump caSing.

de ,v/ng

-impellir

-Weer

411 Pump Shaft Sealing

SI

rings

--impeller

4.

Leakage can occur whre the pump shaft pasSes through the casing.: To prevent
such leakage, stuffing boxes or mechanical. seals are used A stuffing box is a
recess .around to shaft that holds a number of packing rings. _Packing is held
in place by a xrand that compresses the rings.

_ .

Gland Adjusting Nut
Pump Interior

1
Casing

Gland

.01

Racking Rings
ump Shaft

I

Packing rings are made of materials such as woven asbestos, nylon, flax or
tef lon. Metals such as lead, copper kind aluminum are so.aetimes used as packing
rings. The lantern ring (seal case ) is a metal ring with machined, channels Vt
distribute g liquid to the packing. The lantern ring is used 'in pulips

410

that handle SE or other gritty materials.

9
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Inf r rmation
11

Mechanical seals are used in pumps that handle fue0p, acids and other liquids
where leakage is objectionable. Leakage is less than can be provided with
stuffing boxe%. The mechanical seal involves two flat rings with polished
sealing surfaces. One ring (the sealing ring) is held in position by a spring.
The other ring (mating ring) faces the sealing ring. There are two types of
mechanical seal s. The rotating seal has the sealing ring attached to the, shaft
so that it rotates with the shaft. The stationary seal rotates the mating ring ,,

while the sealing ring is attached to the puI housing. "0" rings are used 'to

yrevent leakage.' etween the rings and the casing and shaft.

Setscrew.

Pump Bearings

.

Rotating Seal

1

Shoulde

Seohng nay

Stalionary Seal

0

Centrifugalpumpsusebearingstosupporttheshaftandallowitto turA
Bearings are either sleeve or shell or ball or roller trpes. .Small pui-Ips have

bronze bushings or sleeves that cloSely fit about the shaft. Large pumpS -use

half-shell sleeve bearings that are made of cast-iron or Steel and lined with
babbitt. Many modern pumps use ball or roller bearings instead of sleleve

bearings. Small shaft' pumps use ball bearings while large shaft pumps use
roller bearings.

Control of Axial Thrust

During the operation of a pump, forces tend to move the impeller out of

position. This pauses an axial thrust back toward.the suction. Several ways
chave been developed for control of axial thrust. Thrust bearings on ehe shaft

of low capcity pumps will control the problem. Balancing holes are used to
control axial thrust on single-inlet pumps. Sometimes axial thrust is

controlled by facing impellers in a manner that the inlets are opposed to each

10
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t

Inforthotion

41i

other. A balancing drum can be i stalled on the shaft, between the.impeUe.i.an&[
the balancing chamber. The dru , tends to baldn'te '-theUhrust,.koWar.4::::06-
discharge instead of the sktion. Balancing discs car0).0',.used to control`' axial'
thrust when mounued on the shaft.. he balancing disCot widely.usektiecause.

.it an have more problems than the- lancing drum.

Pumps are driven by many power sources. The most common power.solixce
electric motor.. The squirrel cage .induction motor. is'the.:.mosttOmMonThe
synchronous motor is used for large capacity,pum04.- $teariAUrbineSjareftpn
used to drive centrifugal and rotary pumps. engi:nes
also be used to drive pumps.

.
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-7*
4

Read.pages 16.-42 in supplementary reference and study diagrams.

.,Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self-as§essment and check answers \wit.h ..answer sheet.

9 * Complete toh0 ,post-assessment andhave the instructor check yoUr answers.
jit e

1 t
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Job Sheet
DISASSEMBLE A CENTRIFUGAL PUMP'

Obtain a centrifugal pump (functional or non-furictional

Remove half of the casing.

*,,Identify:

Type of impeller (single or double-inlet).
Type of flow (volute, diffuser, axial-or mixed).

J - Type of casing (horizontal split, vertical split) .

- How wear rings are attached.
How pump shaft is sealed (stuffing bix, mechanical seal).
Location of gland. .

.Use of lantern ring.
Use of "0" rings.
Type of bearings.
How axial thrust is controlled (thrust bearing, balancing drum,
balancing holes, balancing disc).

- How pump is driven (type of motor, coupling).

* Ask instructor to-explain those things that you og not understand..



. ,

MatCh'thej011owing Aterms withhe;proper appliCatios:

Stem gUided'valyes. drive large capacity pumps.

2 Wing guided 'valves

§team Vistons

. 4. Water pistons

5. Relief valve

PreventsAtimage from overpressure.

. .Type of impeller.

D. Used on higher pressure Systems.

E. Sealed in piston with cast,iron/piston rings.

Single- inlet F. ,Type of packing.

7. Thrust bearings

8. Stuffing boxes..

9. Synchronous motors.:

G. Used on low pressure systems/.

H. Sealed in cylinders with dcking.

I. Used to seal between sh ft and housing.

10, Reinforced elastomer J. Controls axial thrust.

:e
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4 Self Assessment
Answers

1. G

2. D'

3. E

4. 11

5. 13

6. C

7 J

8. I

9.

10. F
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Post
Assessment

Match the following pump parts with their construction features.

1 Valve disc seats

2. Induction motors

3. Balancing drum

4. Packing

5, Synchronous motors

6. irinforced elastomer,

7. Moulded cup

8. Radially split casings

A. U7d to hold packing in place.

B. Casin opens along vertical line.

.

C. Made with asbestos core covered
with canvas',

D. Most common motor for pumps.

Used to ,drive la4ge capacity pumps:

F. Made Of bronze or alloy.

G. Pulls liquid into one side oily,.

4N. Made with rubber reinforced
fabric,

0

9. Gland . I. Made of solid rubber rings and
reinforcement.

10.: Singleinlet impeller J. Used to control axial thrust.

'.c,

16

a

1
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Instructor
Post Assessment
Answers

4
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Supplementary
References

0
* Correspondence Course. Lesson '15. 'Section 3. Third Class.

- Southern Institute of Technology. Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
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PUMPS -- CALCULATING HEAD AND FLOW N

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
calculate head and flow rates.

od.
1

Performance Indicators:.

1. CalcUlate net positive suction
head.

2. Cijculate change in pump power

d to changes in size and speed
of impeller..

3. Calculate change in head due
to changes in size and speed
,,of impeller.

4. Calculate change in quantity
pumped due to .changes in Al 'AV

and speed of imtAtlek...
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Study GUide

I .0

it Read thligoal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from
package;

4Read the vocabulary list to find new words that will be used in package'.

* Read the introduction and information sheets,

Complete the job sheet.

* Complete selfassessment.

* Complete post assessment.

It
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Vocabulary
* Capacity

Frictionipead

* kPa (Pascal)

* Net Rosiitive, suction head

* Pressure head

* Pump effici

* Pump power

* Static discharge head

III * Static head

Static suction head

* Static suction lift

* Total head

Velocity head

4

71 t
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Introduction,
Pumps must be selected according to the requirements of die job to be performed.
In order to make wise selections of centrifugal pumps', someone must be able 'to

calculate such things as.head, power requirements of pumps, quantit,pi.es of fluids
that cap be pumped and efficiency of pumps.

01
An apprentice should understand the basic principles of pumps and be able to
make calculations needed for selection of ppMps. The ability to make such
calculations will insure a better job of matching pumps witty the jobs they are
to perform.

.

,
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410

nformation
Capacity

Capacity is the quantity of liquid handled by a pump in a given period of time.
It is usually expressed as GPM (gallons per minute).

Static Head

Total static head is the total distance that a liquid moves in passing through a
pump.

Stohi" I
dischorge

head Total
stone
Mod

I

I

(
LSrolic suction lift

Static Di.sc.harge Head

Static 4ischa)ge head is the vertical distance from the center line of the pump
Aro the sOrface.of liquid ia the discharge well. 1

Static
discharge

hew/
row
voic
head

Centerline,0
of

Prp

V

'S/Oh(' sucan lift

r
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Information
Static Suction Head

This isthe vertical distance from the pump center line to the surface of the
liquid in the source of supply. Static suction head exists when the supply is
located above the center line., of the pump,

Static Suction Lift

This condition exists when the solurce of supply.is beldw the center line of the
pump.' it is the vertical distance from the surface ofhe liquid in the suction
Well to the center line of the pump.

Friction Head

Stofc I
1

00100,9,
heal Tool

static
hive/

I

I,
I 1

/11

I
L.Slolit.Sighon hO

This i5 the head needed tp overcome frict,ion of the
410 pipes and fittings.: i

1 iqt1Pflow through th0
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Velocity Head

,..01011111,011MONNOIVIIMIIIIINI0

I

r.

The head through which a liquid would need to fall to-acquire pumping velocity,

Pressure Head

The head caused by pressure of the liqUid in the suction'WelLor disChargq: well
.r

Total Head

Total head is the sure of static head plus-velocity head plus friction'head plus
pressure head.

Net Positive SuctionHead

gli This is,the total head of liquid in feet at the suction nozzle, :minus the;:rapor
Ilw'pressure of,the liquid.

Calculating Head

In order to calculate head-, one must first ca*ulate pressure.
expressed in a unit call9d Pascal or in kPa (thousands. of Phscals).

p = pressure (Pascals)

w = force of_ gravity (mass x density x 9.8)
h = height of fdree surface above point of measurement.

For example; -- we wish. to measure the pressure of water 5 meters beldw the.
surface, Water has a density of 1,000 kilograms illbr cubic meter, The formula
wouldPbe,:

Pressure is,

p

p = 1,000 x.1 x 9. x 5. 49,000 Pa o 49 kPa

. ;

Other liquids will, have other densities which will change the value of W
formula. For OVample, gasoline has a relative density of r.75. The semproblep'
as above would be calculated as:

.r

a

P 7: wil

p = 1,000 x .75 x 9.8 x 5 = 36,750 Pa or 36.75 kPa

410 Nest pbsit',ive :suet ion head is used by pump . manufacturers to express, .rump
, ..., ,

:I
f

11 t A ft

0

MY .

SI,
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capacity,: When selecting a pump,
. stIction head requiyements are met.

is:

4

(One inuat. 'Make- certain that the net positive

The forMula for net positive suction head

Net positive suction head '0= .1048 (Pa-PV). '4: He of:
RD'

Pa "= pressure of atmOsphere .or in the suction vessel
RD = re&ative denSity of'liqUid. at 'pumping temperature
`He . suction head in meters, either positive or negative depending on

whether the ,pump wis. above or below 'the suction well
Pv vapor pressure of liquid' at pumping temperature in. kPa from steam

table

friction head in 'meters of suction: piping.Hf I

r example, 4.5,MetArP'abovP the supply and
'water of RD,,of i i .1The atmospheric; is 101.325 ,kPa
head. .3 meters. Caltiilate the:qet,.positive suction head in

(-pd
Pv

-RD
110
'Ilf

= 101.325 kPa

4.240 kPa (from "seeam table)
1.0 -

",. -4.5 meters
= .3 meters

.1" .

.t'

is .pumping 30oC
and:- the friction
this example:

10).51-1- ..A022Lsiolf,aLzii 2:42.4.6 1 -Q. 5

OSPI F. 9.851/6
.

AkIPS11 5485 'meters
IF 0

ov

3-

pee t

.The
, ,, ..

I %IV;
. .

.

,

qua'n'tity, of wat:erFeumped%. will be affected by the si;i:e of the impeller 'and :,
r, ,

wol 11,. ,vary atcoraing.. to_ the' diatheter of w.the impeller... llead 'yill wiry `with t he

. sqOare...ifil the iimpe,lier speed.' ,, The'peWer',toi.drive 'th0 pampwill vary as the cube
i- -.

0:

1.

'
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of the impeller speed or diameter.. Head will also vary as the diameter of. the

impeller squared.° Pump performance at different speeds and impeller sizes can
be compared.

Pump power (KW) . Kilograms of fluid Distance fluid is lifted.

delivered per minute x -in'meters

a

6115.04

For example, a pump is required to lift 400 kg of water for 8 meters:

KW . 400 x 8

6115.94

,KW . .52

If KW = pump power
H = head (m)

.

D = impeller diameter (mm)
E = pump efficiency
n = pump speed (revolutions per minute) .

Q . quantity pumped (liters per minute)

I

We can compare two pumps through equations. The effects of speed, and impeller

size on quantity pumped,- head, power requirements and efficiency are considered

pi the following equations:
A

Q2 Q1 x

2



p
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OformotiO rl

6

:A.c trifugal pump delivers 20,000 liters per minute of water against a head of

40 meters wheA running at' 2,.000 revolutions Perl/Minure.:. The pump efficiency is

80 percent and requires 120 KW to drive the pump. The diameter of theimpellet

is 320 mm. . If we reduce the impeller diameter to 300 mm and speed the pump. .to

2,100 revolutions per minute, what Will'be the performacne of the pump?:

Quantity pumped- Q,
C.

Q1 xla )(Da
A

r IIL.1

Q2
= 20 00 x. 2100 x 300

2000 320
Q2 20,0 0 x 1.05 x .93

'Q2 '9'5
0 liters per minute

0 The change in impbller size and'speed caused the pumpoto pump 480 liters: less

Water per minute.

a

tet's.take a look at the effect ofthoSe.changes on head developed by the pump....

Head (H2) af 2D )

') n
2

40 xt2100 1 x /1001

2000) 320/

H
2

40 x 1.10 x .86
H
2

37.84 meters

The chagge in impeller size and speed would reduce the head 2.16 meter

If we wish to 'compare the pump power requirements, the cube formula is used:

3

(gA
KW]. 04

23
KW

KW
2

,120. 2100).3. x ff.300) 3
2000 120

.KW . 120. x 1.13. x .80

KW
2 . 127:20

The required pump power would be increased by 7.2/04 Has 3 result of changing the

size'abd :speud. of the impeller.

M
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Assignment
* ''_;ReacLpages 33-38 in supplementary reference.

\Complete the job sheet.

* .:Complete the.self;-assessment and check your answers with the answer sheet.

. *'Complete the.postassessment and ask the Instructor to check your answers.

0
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Job Sheet
-p

IDENTIFY THE RATINGS OF A CENTRIFUGAL PUMP AT YOUR WOIMSHOP.

Find the rated speed, of a centrifUgal pump .impeller. (n1).

sr Find the diameter of the impeller. (D )
1

I*

Find thy rated flow of the pump. .(01,.

Calculate the change in quantity that can be pumped by increasing ,the speed of
the impeller by 100 revolutions per minute.
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*Self
Assessm

Using the equations:

Q2 = Q x D2x Li
2

n1

Calculate the change in quantity pumped by the following centrifugal pump when

the. impeller. size is changed.

The 'pump now delivers 12,000 liters/minute against a 40m head when running at

1600 revolutions. The impeller diametet is 300kan. If we change 'the impeller
_size to 320 mm and increase the speed to 1700 revolutions, how will the quanTity
of fluid pumped change?

Remember that

n2

1)2

Quantity pumpedofter change

Quantity pumped before change.

Pump speed after change

= tump speed .before change

= ,Impeller diameter after change

= Impeller diameter before change

7

81

.10
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Self Assessment
Answers

v.

Q2

112.

n
1

D
1 ,

12000 x 1700 x 320

1600, 300

2000 x 1.06 x 1.06'

13,440 liters/per minute

This is an inc.rease:of 1440 liters/per minute

,

01r

et.

too

4a

4

1
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0

Using the equation:

x (1;112)2

1

thy

Calculate the change'inlhead.ideveloped by a pump QS a result of changing speed
and size or the impeller.

Problem:

Aftti pump delivers 12,000 liters dor minute aminst a 40 meter head when running at
W1600 revolutions. The impeller -diameter is 300 mm. Ii we change the impeller

size to 320 mm and increase the speed to 1700 revolutions, what will be the
change in head developed by the pump'?

Remember: H
2

= Head after change

1

n 2

n 1

2

1

O

A

Head before change

Pump speed .after change

Pump speed .be tore change

impeller diameter aiter change--

Impeller diameter before change

I')

ft
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Instructor
Post Assessment
Answers

40

(L2)\

n1

(1700)

.(160°

H
2

= 40 x (1106)

H
2

= 40 x 1.12

12 = 50.17 meCers

2 2
x

.tae lar',1er impeller size anil increased speed resu is'in an increase of 10.17
meters of head.

ri

li)

r
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Supplementary
References

* Corresdondence Course Lecture 9. First Class. Southern Alberta lnAitute
. Technology. Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

4

I 1

t
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13.5

PUMPS -- OPERATION

fi

tt

Goal:

The apprentice will be able4to
describe steps 0 operation of
pumps.

I

86

Performance Indicators:

. Describe steps in priming of
pumps.

2. Describe
pump.

steps in startiqg a

3. Describe steps in stopping a
puMp.

4. .Describe cavitation.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Stuoti Guide
Read the goal and performance indicators to find what is. to be learlied from
package.

r

iF Read the vocabulary list to-find'new words that will be used in package.

Read-the introduction and information sheets.

if Complete the job sheet.

*
Complete self-assessment.

Complete po8t-assessment.

z.

N
a,
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Voca ular
A

* 'fr vent petcock

* Casing

* Cavitation

11

V

Discharge valve

* Priming,

Suction tine

.0

410
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Priming a ;Pump 1

,
''.4'RediprOcatihg and Total. y pumps are self-priming 'when in good condition and under:

, normal' lifts.. Centrifugal-. pumps are not self - priming.. These pumps .nust be

pr,imed 'with Water before staEt-up. When the pump is located abavo: the source

foll-a0 the following priaring crocedures: ,

k A.

1: spction line and casing with liquid . through discharge valve

A.bypass , auxiliary line or )e using a priming valve to draw air from the

casing.
..

4r
COD.,t 4suction line will allow liquids to enter the. line

flut, will- preveAt it From draining out .
.

.

Iftbel;;pump 7ith loc4ted below:the supply",' follow the following procedures:
- :.,1,_

:.,

-'CloSedisCharge .valve: .

Openair' vent. petcocks. ., #

5 10W 4 0.00n the.suction 'lve.
, -
4. ':1616s.9 4i:ir vent petcocks, hen liquid appears through theLl.

.
40n Oischarge ;valve before, starting punp.

_

10:.' :.
.

-,

./gtaftini.*..0u6Pa

Thp'4rfotlowing procedure ahould be followed' ohen startin3 grentrIfU'gal pumps.

., I , t)

:t4* i 1 e °I Ch ec lk . oil level in bearing. housings. \

2.- ` Turn,-;orl cooling water' for pump bearings, 'stuffiA boxes and mechanical
.

..

, .. 'seals, if garts are water cooled . . . .,

5; (hien suction valve and close sdisalarge valve.
4".''. Close ,ali-Ara'ins, in casing, suction and discharg piping.

., .,5. Prime pump and open discharge 'ra.tve
T ,.. ) 1 14

6. *Staft' -puinp and bring to speed,

7 ... chectse leakage o.f .stuffing boxes.
...:

* 8... A`djdat sealinS 'liquid in atuffing boxes.
9.''.', Check oil ',rings on, sleeve bearitigs to see that: they turn freely .. ,

10..,...cheCk suction and .d4charge pressures.

11:. -..Feel. pump. bearings for Overheatina.. .

12. :if:Oump is being ;started for the first time:.
,Check that rot.or turns freely.

., .;.: Check alignment of pump, and driver.. .

' heck direction of rotation of driving
.

,motor .

/

i .:,

1'
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IStopping Pumps

When stopping centriugal pumps, follow these procedures:

4

I. Chose discharge valve slowly (lorge radial flow pumps).

2. Stop pump driver.
3. Shut off cooling water.
4. Close suction valve.

Cavitation

Uavitat?On a condition caused by vaporization of liquids novi

pump. It occurs when the pressure in the paw falls below. the

pressure. A vapdr is formed as a result of.the unequal pressur

1causes, erosion of metal parts,. vibration sad- pulsations as vapo

.10 down.: Cavitation is caused by Oe following`?

1. Suction velocity is too high. :/

2. Suction lift is too high,.
3, .Temperature of liquid is too high.
4. Suction line,has.too many sharp changes° in its direction

.9j.

g through a
iquid vapor

Cavitation
pockets break

of flow...



* 'Read pages 42-45 in supplementary reference.

* Complete job sheet.

Complete self-assessment and check answers with answer. shee).

Complete po t-assessmenta:Id ask instructor to check your answers.

is 92

4,
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Job Sheet

PRIME A CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

* Locate a centrifugal pump at your work site and get permission to prime,
start and stop it.

* Follow the procedures outlined in the'informatiom sheet.
k.

* Prime, start and stop the pump in the proper sequence of operational steps.

A
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*Self
Assessment

1'

pumps must be primed before starting.

2.: A valve on the suction line prevents liquid from
draining scout during priming.

3. The valve must be closed before priming a centrifugal pump
and.opened before or immediately after the pump is started.

4. The air vent mlt be open during priming.

III 5. isth%
condition that occurs when liquid is converted

to a vapor as it passes

V
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. Centrifugal

2. Foot valve

4

3. Discharge valve

4. Petcocks

5. Cavitation

c

au

a
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.1

11141

,er

the priming of a centrifugal pump when the pumpis locat...Nd below the

source -bf supply. List the'steps in the order that you would perform. them.

o4

71

4

*

11

a
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Instructor \
Post Assessment
Answers

b.

)?
The 3enerpi steps for priming a"centrifugal pump when the pump ih below the

source of supply are;

1. Close discharge valve.
2. Open air vent petcocks.
3. Open suction valve (slowly).
4. Close air vent petcocks when liquid comes through them.
5. Open dischArge valve before starting.

I

97

ar

goo

t
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Supplementary
References

Il

4

Correspondence Gourse. Lectire 6. 'Third_Class. Section 3.

Southern Alberta Institute of Technology. 011igary, Alberta, Canada.

43.

41,

I-

13

I

96

0
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13.6

PUNPS -- MONITORING AND TROUBLESHOOTING.

fi

4

Goal:

The apprentice will be able toje

describe :iortitoring and.trouble-

shootin3 of pumps.

/,

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe installation as it
relates.to troubleshooting.

2. Describe trou'oleshoting
requirements of -pumps.

3. Describe monitoring requirements
of pumps.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSCITMS

°Stud
4

Guide

. /
,

Redd thegoal and performande indicators to find what is to be learned from
package.

Read the vocabulary list to find, new worts that will be used in packne.

Read the introduction and info4mation sheets.

Complete the job sheet:
a.

.Complete self-assessment:

Complete post-assessment.

r.

Of

0.

4

CIO
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u I ry,

* Instaldation

* Monitoring

* Troubleshooting

v

4

4
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0,

.
. , ,, .

The installation of a pump. is very important to monitorAng,a0 troubleshooting.,
it' while in operation. The manufacturer of the pump should be censultd about
installation and their recommendations.ghould be followed... '. ". .1.4 -''''

.

.

,

. ..
,

6.

Once installed, . the pumimmust be closely watched durtig its operation,. This is
called monitoring.. When a..Problv occurs in the operation 6f t4e; purap: th
operator riust be able to correct the 'problerfi: Prbblem..:Identif

e
ication and

correction is called troubleshoot ling. Troubleshooting el. s a..NpicK,-fietype.of
repair that involves, simple operations such-as replaCing'wear_rings orlsepls:

.,,
. , . .

.r.4. , .. A
. ...

. .. . .
. - .

This package'is designed to intre,duce the apprentice to 6e.ba4iC Hconceptsof
installation, monitoring -.and trouble'shooti9g. Prevenr,iVellaintenanCewill-,b6.
discussed in greater detail in a separates package. '

A

II

4

t.

.

ii r

.44

8

/

it

0

r,

4
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.Installationn sta llatien
, 'P; S

,-j_
, . ,

, .. ..,. '...,-
it .% pump should ..'e installed in a location ' tht. Ag- easily ,''' aOessible'.4 41.r... ,inspection, and tenair.. Roo6,sripulC be allowed for re.p/th ,.: the ..: Atasi410 and

. . 34,rotor. Reciprocating' purikOs .116tild allot rqpn or r,emovat of lig6sloi:1:.:41.6dis .!- A

pump should be located .001ose to-the .supply, to mirlim*e ,the;lenith,,7d!C ttie 54ction

line' pisCiigrge line. shoutd be *short' and c!ith a-miniiiilti of.""fitt,thg.ego ;reduce'' .'
':. -..

cavi.taf,4on ftelplems.'- '.... : ''.';.:.' ', ''1, b! .' -: ?'/.i.- .

-
: '4. ',., ' 1.1' . . . :, i 1 .i ..: /1.:i : 4 ,4 $

. . 0

Where a puali, is. to work on'stidtion-lift ,-.,a i'bo4.iaplve.50ioulA..iiestinstalld aiOntv

with a suction S'trOinez.%;. .4A. gOle valve sho4l4C6e. TII4ced 4.6042-A-Isctlrge line'

close to the purl?,. Also ImOtic v af ye.' slidad:'be Presta11.60 i*Iy*V the gate
,, ',vtili and the pump..:

. .

,

.

. . . y .:. ,

,, ., , ..,,

,

, if I

Reciprocapng Dumps ,may.!. require 4 --rgee Charnt,n, .the'..6u4ion Dr disOarge
,,

4;may
I' D e I e P t 0 OrW,L1A 1 'X'flail h W a W ' gauge is

t

Vested: W chdck 'be .00:upt' of air in the', . :';'7

$ ;
The puatp manufacturer, should be cons4lteC 'a bout the 1138talittieri of new pumps.

.),Teclnical ..asSistanshOuId be requested from -01.q.,manUlfacturer on installatiOli

procedures, Installaton and alignment of puh-Os,is a complex procedure and

cannot be fully expla,ineTiin this leaf package " "'Additional information will
. .

-be needed Alr ?r4pet .installation . ,.

,

Troubleshooting
4, ' %

* t
The '.oPerator bhpuld-1Ways keep spafp parts' for pumps. The parts must be

'ordered., "in tadvance 'and catalogued f6r, easy reference. The instruction manual
should be. close at hand: and used as a guide for troubleshooting the specific
pump... that^ is giving ''ttouble. spare valVes and packing .should be available for.
troubleshooting. :reciprocating ptiMps. Bearings, shaft sleeWb, wearing rings and
packing will be' needed for repairing centrifugal mops, The iffstructiori nanual-

.-for'each provide :guidelines for troubleshooting.
.

Ognit"Olng lumps

.11

..-The best vay to avoid pump outages is to establish a schedule of operational
checks ,a preventive rnaintenahce program. Opeeating checks should be made
hourly,, monthly, cluaLterl sdmi-an pually and annually. These checks .are made

Ah in much the samery as automobiles.jke maintained.

5
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tr

Inforniation

t

1
fr-i I

V ...

In addition to the operations checks for maintenance purposeSi the onerator
Pi.

0. Ishould. listen 'to the pumps and make visual inspectiohs.on p continual basis.
Unusual noises should alert the operator to problems. toW of pressure on
pressure gauges Should be detected and action taken quickly.'i ,,

Monitoring pumps requires an operator to use their. senses .of'hearing, sight,
smell and feeling of bearings that mi'ght be overheating. They mush. possess.. a
sense of...responsibility for the equipment and be:alert to operating problems.

1
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Assi raiment

2

Rev' pages 27-32 in supplementary reference.

* 'Complete job :feet.

Complete self-assessnent and check .answers with answer. sheet.

Complete post-assessment and ask dnstructor to.check your answers.

1

4

4

'1.05

By
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'INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS.

Job Sheet .44

4.

REPLACE PUMP PACKING O RVP;.<OCATING OR,CENTR1FUGAL PUMP .

1. Shut down and drain pump.

2. Remove gland adjusting nuts and slide gland away from packing..

3. }move all old packing with.a packing puller tool.

4

4. Check condition of shaft or.shaft sleeve and replace or resurface the shaft
or replace shaft sleeve.

5. Determine correct size of packing to be used by: t-
. 4-

Correct Size = Bore of stuffing box Diameter of shaft or sleeve
,..

2 /it,..

.
6'; Wrap packihg around shaft and cut the needed number of rings by diagonnally

cutting packing coil with knife.

7. Place packing rinds on shaft ne at-a time. Use oil or grease on.the inside.
of each ring.. J.0

.._

J
8. Tamp the /ings into the stuffing box.' Use r.ietal ring to push eath packing

ring into place," Stagger the ring joints.

-9.6 'Replace gland and"tig4en gland nuts ,to squeeze .packing. Slacken off on gland

nuts to. finger tight.
I

10: Primeand start.pump:

11. .Allow packing toleakofor few minutes and then tighten gi.and nut to reduce
leakage.

p.

Removing, Packing
4

9, "

Cutting Packing Rings
0
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OSelf
Assessment

.1. Whan should a foot valve be >tailed on a pimp- line?

2. A valve should be located between the ga,te valve and
pump.

3. A water level gauge' is needed tocheck,the amount of in
a surge chamber of a reciprocating pump.

4. Which spgke parts should be kept for reciprocating pump troubleshooting?

5. .Which spare prts should be keptjor ceatrifugal pump repair?

1
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Self Assessment
Answeri

1. When pump works on suct,i,on

2: Check valve,

3. Air.

. Spare valves and packintg.

5. Aearings, shaft sleeveS, wearing. rings_and packing.

0

1

ti

1..
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post,
Assestment

O

1.- What is the best Way to aved pump, outages?

110

2. Where can troOleshooting information.be obtained for specific types of

I

pumps?

3. Why should a pur0 be locateclso that it is easily Accessible?

4. Spare valves and packing should be kept for pumps.

5. Bearings, shaft. sl

A

Ives and wearing rings are good spare parts for

11

A

I .

V.

ttr
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INSTRUCVIONAL LEARNING

Instructor
Post Assessment
Answers l

4

1. Preventive maintenance operations the k schedule.

2. InstrucAon manual for each pump. Obtained from pump manufacturer.

1* J 4

3. For inspection and repair.

4. Reciprocatik.

,5. Centrifugal.

a
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41; Supplementary
References

1\

\ ..

* Correspondence Course: Lecture 9: Sedition 2. First Class.

Southern-Alberta Institute of Technology. Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
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AMPS -- MAIHURANCE

A
4.

V

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe alaintenance procedures
for pumps'.

I

^410 Performance Indicator's:

V

1. Describe schedules for pre-
ventilve maintenance bf pumgs.

2. bescribe lubrication of pumps.

lk Describe maintenance of pump
packing and seals.



INSTRUCTIONAL LE 'ARNING.SSTI:MS

fStudy Guide
441144MINNIk

* Read the 'goal and derformance indicators to find what'is to be learned from
package.'

Read the vocabulary list to-find new words that will be used in package.

* Read the introduction and information sheets,

* Complete the job sheet.

4 * Complete self assessment':;

* Complete postassessment.
4

OW
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.

* Mating ring

* Mechanical seals

* 110 rings,

MMImmoliMONIMBIONIMMEM11141.100W

*- Preventive maintenance

* Pump packing,

* Roller bearings'

* Rotating mechanical seal

* Sealing Ling

* Shaft sleeves

*. Sleeve bearings

* Stationary mechanical sear.

* Stuffing boxes

* Wearing rings

4
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Intr uction

.Prevetntive maintenance is the key to success in pump operation. Most of the .pump

oAttges can be prevented by proper maintenance. -A good maintenance, schedule

will assure that maintenance takes.place before problems arise.

Lubrication of . pumps will prevAt wear of parts. Packing and sealsc must be

replaced to avoid leakage and loss in pUmp. efficiency. The apprentice .should

know how to care for and maintain pumps in a wayithat avoids costly outages.

Otherwise) 4mple maintenance needs become major repair items.

el



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNItsid SYSTEMS

riformation
Maintenance Schedule

Nio

p

'Preventive naintenance'checks should-be nade to. determine if the -puny parts- are
working as' ,they should work. The following items should be checked hourly
during operation:

* Bearing temperltures (by hand)
* Suction pressure
* Discharge pressure
* Lubricating oil pressure acid tempeVature
*. Balancing ,disc leakoff
* Stuffing box leakoff
* Cooling water flow
*. Cooling water 'inlet and outlet temperatures-

* Amperage of driver motor'
Oil ring operation

.* Recirculation or bypass flow

When anyof the above itemsare not functioning normally, the prObleth should be

corrected as quickly as possible.

Monthly checks should be made on the following:

* Bearing temperatures (by thermometer to get an accurate check)
* Correct hot bearin roblems by adjusting the.lubrication or alignment

of pump and drive. . "4 Ball and roller bearings may run hot due to

overlubrication. is problemcan be corrected by removing lubricant .,

Sleeve bearings may not be receiving enough lubricant and run, hot.

Additional lubricant. will correct the problem. 1 Realignmentof pump and

driver may be needed to correct problems of hot bearings.

Quarterly checks should be Made on: -

c.
* Dismantle, clean and change oil in sleeve bearineis
*.. Check all grease packed bearings for contamination. If contaminated ,

flush, clean and repack.
* Measure all bearings for-Wear and replace,of needed.

Semiannual checks should include: I

* Check stuffing box leakagellaug renew packin3
* Check shaft sleeves for wear..
* Check for bent shafts, worn bearings androtor balance.
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STRUCTIONAL LEMINING SYSTEMS.

Information
or"

ti

Annual checks .:y.involve a complete dismantling of the pump if it ,is giving
poor performance Such annual checks would include:

4 Checking he casing for corrosion,and wear.
Checkin, rotor for corrosion and wear.
Measuring wear ring clearance and replacing rings.
Replacing worn shafts and sleeves.
Flushing and cleaning coolant connections.
Re calibration of pressure gauges. 6
Checking bypass and recirculating valves for wear and replacing them when
needed. .

t
, Checking suction and discharge valve assemblies on reciprocating pumps,

Wearing Rings

III TO wearing ring seals the impeller of a centrifugal pump into the casing.
Rings may be mounted on either the impeller °Ceasing or both, Tile-rings are
made of' softer material than that of the surface it-will be wearing against so
that the impeller or casing toes not wear. 'Wear rings are usually made of
bronze or cast iron so that the wear will be smooth. The rings are set into the
impeller rim by threading and held in place -by set screws. Rings can be
purchased as continuous or halfsrings. When fit on the casing, grooves holdthe
ring in place. The diagram below shows the location o. ,wearing rings in a pump.

6
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rmatio
1

Ii`

Stuffing Boxes

..A seal is rqquired" between the casing and shaft of a pump. .A stuffing hox.is a
'groove on the shaft that holds packing rings. The packing is held in place by
an. adjustable,Bland.'

Gland Adjusting Nut:,
1 Pump Interior

Casing

4

Gland

Packing Rings
ump Shaft

Stuffing Box with Packing

A lantern rins supplies sealing liquid to the packing to exclude air and provide
lubrication. The lantern ring is.needed by Pumps that handle sand or, other
gritty materials. .The sealing liquid keeps the sand frOm "eating up" the
packing.

Casing

Gland Adjusting Nut

Sealing
Water In let

r
1111k

IA111$0011111
'10111

rafd Gland

Lantern Ring

s

Stuffing Box with Lantern Ring

is 118
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Information

Arom~i~rroolormil.

ti

.Saaft Sieevps'

-a-

a

A pump shaft isoubject to wear aacncofrosion.
Large'pumpsiuse shaft .sleeves: to

take. the, wear instead of:the shaft. When wear occurs, the sleeve is replaced.
The sleeve is keyed of the shaft and held in place .by the shift nut.

Pump Packin

IMPELLER
GLAND

SEPARATE-
)(EY

SHAFT
., NUTI I ,

IMPELLER NUT SLEEVE SET. SCREW

4

Pump packing is usually, replaced every 3-6 manias, depending on the oilerconditions. Packing iiiti3s are cut iron a coil and tamped'into the stuffin?The details of. replacin3.pump
packin3.are found in. the, 'Pump-monitoringTroubleshootiw6 package.

f.

echanical Seals

On pumps that. handle gasoline, acids and other touchy liquids,'a neOhanical seal
,

is used in place of stuffing,boes.
dechanical seals reduce pump leaka3emake it easier to work with suct materials. A mechanical seal is two flat rings

that rotate -dt right angles to the pump shaft. On.e ring is called asealing ring and the other is a mating ring. The two rings are held in contacteach other by springs. On a stationary
mechanical seal, the sealing ring. .

is attached to the pump casing and.the mating ring turns on the, shaft. Arotating mechanical seal has the sealing ring attached to the shaft and the:mating ring on the castrig. A seal betWeen the rings and'...casin3 are provided by
411r0" rings, '

BEST dOPY
AVAILABL

rf
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Information 0.4

=4=i1001.

.A

In the, maintenance of '.mechanical seals, the operator
the 'pump is never operated'w4hout being filled with li
vented from the s.eal nousiAgs before starting the pum

'make certain that

11 air .should be

taw of cooling

liquid must be kfpLoyer the seals. ilechanical seals may 1 a Ove to scoring,

grooving, distofition, misalignment,or vibration. Manufacturers instructions

should be carefully followed in maintenance 'of pumps with mechanical seals.

Beatinos

S100e or shell bearings should be oil lubricated by drip lubricators. BLl dr
rol4:01. bearings nay be lubficated by oil or grease. .Ball or :roller bearings

sb044d* be lubricated with a high 0rode of lubricant and should never be

ovklubricated. They should be cleaned and lubricated on a regular, Cheduled
Ball bearings are also called anti-friction bearings:.

Rotating Seal

Stationary Seal

1:12

1
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTIbIS.

if Read pages 27-32 VI supplementary reWence.

Co4lete the job sheet,

I

CompleLe the self-assessment and check answers Pith. anAwer sheet.

4

* Co :1iplete the pott-essessmeht and have instructor check youiAnswers.

ft
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Job Sheet
t)

COMPLETE AK.H1904 CHECK OF AU OPERATING PUMP

* Check .the following:

Check bearing temperatures by hand
Check suction pressure
Check discharge pressure.

Check lubricating oil pressure and temperature
Check leakoff on balancing disc
Check stuffing box leakoff
Check cooling water flow 2'

Check cooling water inlet and outlet'temperature
Check amperage of driver motor
Check recirculation or bypass control-

* Iist those prOblems that need to be corrected. Keep a Written list of your
,,. readings.

i....
-..

A

Askinstructortovalidate'yourfindin emaintenance4 problems
.of the pump. # , 11

t
.

,

* Discusp (with instructor) the_beseways to correct problems.

4
O
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Self
Assessment

Indicate whether the. following pump items should be part of an hourly, monthly,
quarterly, semi-annually or annually operations check for preventive

.maintenance.

1.

2.

3.

Cooling. water flow

Stuffing box leakoff

Bearing temperatures by thermometer
.

4. Bearing temperatures by hand

5. Clean and change oil in sleeve bearings

6. ?enew packing in stuffing boxes

7. Check _grease packed. bearings

8.. Measure bearings for-wear

9. Suction pressure

AO. Amperage iiSf driver motor

11

N.

I
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Self Assessment
Answers

ur y

2. Hourly

3. Monthly 4V

4. Hourly

5. Quarterly

6. Semi-annually

7. Quarterly

'NA
.8. Quarterly

9. Aourly

W. Hourly

4
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Post
Assessment

. 1: Packing rings are held in a stuffing 'oft by the

AIMINVOlk

2. Sealing liquid is supplied to packing (on some pumps that pump sand or
gritty materials) by a ring.

3. Pump packing should be replaced every months.

. List two types of mechanical Aeels.

5. When are mechanical seals used?

6. A seal is provided between the rings of a mechanical sedl and the pump
casing by rings.

bearingS'are also called anti-friction bearings.

0

8. Shaft are used on large pumps to reduce wear on the shaft.
itself..

9. A complete 'dismantling of a pump is often a part of the
operations check.

.

0 10'. Wear rings area usually made of or

4 4

1.25
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Instructor
*Post* Assessment
Answers

1. Gland

2. Lantern

3. 3 - 6 months

4. Rotating and stationary

5. When pumping gasoline or acid and excersive leakage is a problem.

41) 6. "0" rings

'7. Ball

8. Sleeves

9. Annual

10. Bronze Ar cast iron '

4.0
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Supplementary
References

Correspondences Courge. Power Engineerin3. lActure Sec4on 2.
-First Class. Southern Alberta Institute of Uchnology.
Calgaryt Alberta, Canada.
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